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Abstract
The islands of the Caribbean have long been susceptible to the impact of Mercury pollution. Factors such as consumption of contaminated
fish, usage of mercury based cosmetic products, artisanal gold mining activities and poor disposal and handling of mercury containing
equipment and products are significant sources of Mercury with entry into the human body via ingestion, inhalation and absorption through
the skin and membranes. Geographically, the region is located where a number of oceanic currents converge, bringing with it pollution from
Western Europe, West Africa and South America. The region is therefore strongly influenced by external sources of Mercury. Although these
island states cannot influence the externally generated mercury pollutants, they can at least take charge of the internally generated pollutants.
As these islands attempt to implement the guidelines of the Minamata Convention, some of the sources of Mercury in the region are explored
along with the challenges they face developing and implementing these new policies.
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Introduction
The element Mercury has been around for a very long time. It
is not sure who discovered it or how it was discovered, but it was
well known by the ancients and widely used by modern man. The
symbol for Mercury is Hg, which is short for hydrargyrum [1], Latin
for liquid silver. Mercury is a heavy element that conducts heat fairly
well and electricity very well. In its elemental state it is relatively
inert, it does not react with strong acids and has the uncanny ability
for staying together, on the other hand, Mercury in its vapor state
is very toxic [2].

The Toxicity of Mercury

Mercury have been known to cause a range of health issues
including damage to the central nervous system, neurological
and behavioural disorders, tremors, insomnia, memory loss,
neuromuscular effects, headaches, corrosive to the skin, eyes and
gastrointestinal tract, can induce kidney toxicity if ingested and at
times can be fatal [3]. The toxicity of Mercury is dependent on its
chemical form, dose and rate of exposure with Mercury in some
chemical forms being more toxic than others. Inorganic Mercury
constitutes Mercury salts, elemental Mercury and Mercury vapour.
Mercury vapour, which is a common source of exposure for
artisanal gold miners, is rapidly absorbed through the mucus layer
of the pulmonary tract at a rate of 80%, with at least 66% of the
absorbed Mercury transported immediately in the blood to various

organs and tissue [4]. As only 3% of the Mercury vapour is oxidized
between the lung and brain [5], the majority of Mercury reaches the
brain in the form of the vapour which easily crosses the blood-brain
barrier [6], leading to severe neurological disorders.
Inorganic Mercury in the form of Mercury salts such as those
used in skin bleaching creams are absorbed via the intestinal
tract and affect many organs in particular the kidneys resulting in
nephrotic syndrome and organ failure. Other conditions include
Contact Dermatitis and Acrodynia (painful extremities) [3]. Organic
Mercury, typically Ethyl and Methyl Mercury are commonly found
in larger fishes and can be easily absorbed through the skin and
intestines and deposited in tissues, however organic Mercury does
not cross the blood-brain barrier as quickly as Mercury vapour.
Methyl Mercury subsequently does concentrate in brain tissue by
forming MeHg-L-cysteine complex, which mimics the molecular
structure of Methionine [7]. Methyl Mercury is therefore responsible
for severe neurological disorders with symptoms similar to those
caused by Mercury Vapour. The same cannot be said about Ethyl
Mercury which accumulates more in the kidneys than the brain [8]
resulting in a prevalence of nephrotic syndrome and organ failure.

Common uses of Mercury in the Caribbean Region

In spite of Mercury’s bad reputation and toxic nature, its use is
widespread in the modern world and by extension the Caribbean
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Region, and this is due to Mercury’s unique properties. Among
the more popular uses of Mercury is its use in thermometers and
barometers [9]. Mercury is the only metal that is a liquid at room
temperature and it is used in thermometers because it has both high
and linear coefficient of expansion. Hence, the slightest change in
temperature results in a significant volumetric expansion. Mercury
also has a low vapour pressure so it is relatively safe to use in sealed
thermometer tubes, at least up to 356.73°C which is the boiling
point of Mercury. Mercury thermometers and even disposable
Mercury thermometers are still being used in the Caribbean Region
and are still sold and distributed by marketing companies [10].

Mercury is used in barometers and sphygmomanometers
because it is the densest liquid known, requiring only 760mm of
Mercury to indicate atmospheric pressure, and only a few cm to
measure blood pressure [9]. Water on the other hand would require
39 feet to indicate the same pressure. The use of Mercury based
barometers and sphygmomanometers in the region have reduced
significantly as the digital alternatives are lower priced and easier
to use. Mercury based electrical switches and relays have been
used up until 2003 when they were still being produced and in use
in some areas [11]. Many users of larger scale industrial Mercury
based switches have phased these out in favour of modern more
reliable alternatives.
Compounds of Mercury as well as the vapours are commonly
used in Fluorescent Light Bulbs [12]. Fluorescent bulbs produce
light when an electric current passes between two electrodes or
cathodes in a tube filled with Mercury vapour and inert gases, such
as argon and krypton under a low-pressure. The Mercury vapour
in the tube is excited by an electric current, generating radiant
energy. The energy causes a phosphor coating on the inside of the
tube to “fluoresce” and produce light. Mercury is present in the
lamp in both the phosphor powder and in the vapour [13]. Very
often these Mercury lamps including Compact Fluorescent Lamps
(CFL’s) find their way into domestic landfills where the Mercury
from these lamps leach into ground water, rivers and streams [14].
The regional drive towards reducing energy costs have led to a
significant number of homes, offices and businesses switching from
conventional light bulbs to fluorescent and compact fluorescent
light bulbs.
The Ministry of Energy and Energy Affairs Trinidad and Tobago
have launched a “Light Bulb Exchange Initiative in 2015 [15],
where incandescent bulbs can be switched to compact florescent
bulbs. However, without a national program for the disposal of
these fluorescent light bulbs, many of them are disposed of in the
domestic landfills. It is estimated that up to 50 million Compact
Florescent Lightbulbs (CFL) have been imported into the region,
and with each bulb containing up to 3.6mg of Mercury [16], an
estimated 180kg of Mercury have the potential of ending up in
domestic landfills. Caribbean states that have signed and ratified
the Minamata Convention are required to eliminate these sources
of Mercury by 2020 [17]. In most cases, this is the only regulation
governing Mercury and its usage in the region.
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Mercury is commonly used in Dental Amalgams. Dental
Amalgam is a silver-colored material used to fill cavities in teeth.
Dental amalgam is made of two nearly equal parts: liquid Mercury
and a powder containing silver, tin, copper, zinc and other metals
[18]. Amalgam is one of the most commonly used tooth fillings, and
is considered to be a safe, sound, and effective treatment for tooth
decay [19]. The chemical properties of elemental Mercury allow it
to react with and bind with silver/copper/tin alloy particles to form
an amalgam. The amalgam starts off with the consistency of putty
and fills the gaps in the tooth. It eventually hardens and becomes
wear resistant. Amalgams are very common in the practice of
dentistry in the Caribbean region. Up to 50% of dentists have
confirmed that they dispose of Mercury containing amalgams in
the regular trash and another 40% wash theirs down the sink [20].
Dental amalgams therefore contribute significantly to the Mercury
burden of the region.
Elemental Mercury is commonly used to extract gold in gold
mining [21]. Mercury forms an amalgam with gold and not the
other rock components, thus allowing fine particles of gold to
be separated from sand and dirt. By heating the amalgam to
a temperature above the boiling point of Mercury (356.73°C),
Mercury boils off, leaving pure gold. The Mercury vapours enter
the atmosphere where they deposit in forests, rivers and oceans.
This process is commonly used in many gold producing countries
through Latin America [22] including Guyana, Suriname and
Venezuela, and Mercury’s use is generally unregulated particularly
in artisanal mines. Mercury emissions form artisanal mines is
among the largest contributor to the global Mercury burden [23].
Although government regulations may be dictated by the Minamata
Convention, implementation of regulations may be a challenge as
these artisanal mines make a significant contribution to the GDP
of some regional states and are generally unregulated. Mercury’s
toxicity is a “double edged sword”. Although it is toxic to human
health, it is also toxic to bacteria and fungus. As a result, Mercury
was and still is commonly used as a fungicide in agriculture [24],
to preserve seeds and wood [25], a component in mold resistant
paints [26] and as a preservative in vaccines [27]. Its usage in these
fields is now regulated and significantly reduced due to potential
toxicity to humans and the availability of less toxic alternatives.
Caribbean nations have reported success in phasing out
Mercury based biocides and pesticides [17] and proposals are
being implemented to eliminate Mercury based paints by 2020.
Cosmetics and skin-lightening products are one of the most
unregulated sectors in the Caribbean [17]. Studies have found that
there are significant levels of Mercury in makeup, skin creams,
bleaching creams [28] and lipstick in both organic and inorganic
forms [29]. This is particularly of concern due to the possibility of
ingestion and absorption through the skin. While some available
skin-lightening creams produced in Jamaica, West Africa and
India have labels that indicate the presence of inorganic Mercury
compounds many others don’t. Additionally, tested products have
been found to contain as much as 33,000ppm [30]. Due to the rising
popularity of skin bleaching within communities and among local
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celebrities within the region, the use of skin lighteners is in fashion
and the risks posed by skin bleaching creams are now higher than
ever.

Challenges of the Region

Mercury containing products includes electrical switches and
relays, batteries, lighting devices, medical devices, pesticides and
cosmetics. While some of the Mercury in these products can be
collected and recycled, the feasibility of such measures may be
greatly reduced. A lack of enforced regional and state regulations
is the main hindrance for the elimination of Mercury in the region.
Some of the island states do have regulatory limits for Mercury in
the environment but very few have enacted regulation governing
Mercury in consumer products, food and cosmetics. Such regulations
are the “first line” of defense for populations that may be at risk.
Manufacturers are not required to list all of the components of their
products and this leaves users and disposers unaware of the need
for special disposal.
A lack of efficient collection and disposal systems and a lack of
storage and recycling facilities all hinder recycling efforts. Public
awareness is also a significant challenge as the public remains
unaware of the hazards of using Mercury based products and the
appropriate disposal of these products. Although recycling facilities
are few in the region, they do exist on some islands. The general
public are not aware of their existence and recycling comes as a
cost to the consumer which also provides a hindrance to regulatory
efforts. At this point in time, recycling of Mercury containing
products are entirely voluntary since regulations limiting or
eliminating the use of such products do not exist. The signing and
ratification of the Minamata Convention by the island states that
make up the Caribbean region is the first step in a long journey to
eliminate Mercury from the region.
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